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“Good Practice” Example of a Comenius Multilateral Partnership  at the LICEO BOGGIO 

LERA- Elos School- Catania – Italy 

  

Logo of the project 

On mid- December, I was unexpectedly invited by the Italian LLP National Agency to 

participate in a Contact Seminar  as a speaker  to contribute and talk about my experience  of 

“Good Practice”  related to the Comenius Multilateral Partnership“Young European Citizens: 

An Intercultural Dialogue Between European Pupils” I had coordinated for my school, the 

LICEO BOGGIO LERA, as a partner and had concluded getting “very good” evaluation, as  

results on the basis of the final report. 

The opportunity of  sharing my Comenius experience on a Contact Seminar with other 

European colleagues  who were going to arrange their own new projects made me feel very 

proud, especially because I could give them suggestions and mainly to convey them my 

enthusiasm  and arise their interest on the great advantages  of Comenius projects. Here is my 

experience. 

The  two year-partnership I participated in was characterized by a lot of  important aspects. 

Some of them were: 1. the partner schools were twelve, which meant the participation, the 

meeting  and  the exchanges of a lot  of teachers and pupils; 2. the products realized by pupils 

and teachers were hundreds and hundreds; 3. The aims and objectives arranged and 

accomplished were surprisingly interesting; 4. the use of different websites were useful 

means to the widening of further contacts. 

The participant schools were the following: IGHannover-Linden, Hannover (Germany) – 

Coordinator; Liceo Scientifico Statale “E. Boggio Lera”, Catania (Italy); Raayland 

College,Venray (The Netherlands); 7th Secondary School “Sveti Sedmochislenitsi”, 

Sofia(Bulgaria);Kalvarijos Gymnasium, Kalvarija (Lithuania); Scoala “Avram Iancu”, Satu 

Mare (Romania); Secondary Bilingual Support Unit, Glasgow (United Kingdom); College 

“Notre dame de l’Assomption”, Bavay (France); Secondary School T.S. Reja, Bielsko Biala ( 

Poland); Rotary 100, Yil Anadolu Lisesi, Istanbul (Turkey); IES Senda Galiana , Torres - 

Madrid (Spain); Terakki School, Istanbul (Turkey) an associated but independent partner. 
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The Comenius Teachers at  the Catania Conference 

The most relevant feature concerning the participant schools was that they were from any 

part of the EU, from the North to  the South, from the East to  the West of EU, each of them 

with their cultures, traditions, but with common, basic aims, such as to share, respect,  widen 

and tolerate each other’s dimensions. The following mobilities were realized: Venray Project 

meeting for Teachers; Kalvarija project Meeting for Teachers and Pupils;  Sofia Project 

Meeting for Teachers and Pupils; Istanbul Project Meeting for Teachers; Catania 

Project Meeting for Teachers and Pupils; Hannover Project Meeting for teachers and 

Pupils. As mentioned above, the participants  involved in the Project were numerous, 

distributed as follows:  

Local Community:                   154  Pupils                28 Teachers  

Transnational Mobilities:   14 Pupils                    13 Teachers  

Project Community:                795 Pupils                   52 Teachers  

During the teachers’ and pupils’ meetings, all participants worked side by side on eight 

workshops  in various thematic fields, such arts/crafts/culture/drama/language/multimedia 

- ICT/music/sport. The workshops were really interesting:” Web Magazine”, “Video Production”, 

“Farewell Party”, “Theatricals”, “Drawing and Painting”, ”Sports”,” “Dancing and Music”, “Cultural 

Activities”.  Host and guest pupils, guided by the tutors-teachers, learned how to make a video, how to 

edit a magazine, how to mould clay, how to bind books, how to cook  and to make posters. 

Furthermore, pupils showed their skills in dancing, singing, doing sports and performing theatricals. 

“School Markets” were also organized where classroom outcomes were on exhibition, so that all school 

community and visitors could admire and appreciate pupils’ products (posters, drawings, brochures, 

leaflets, recipe booklets, powerpoint presentations, videos) on the  topics  of the project worked out 

during each school year. 
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Workshop “Painting and Drawing: Pupils exhibiting their product 

The Partnership objectives achieved were several. At the end of the two year-project our pupils had 

enlarged their competences to act as young citizens,  learned about children’s lives and life chances 

within the EU and Turkey, learned about the cultural, geographical and social settings of a variety of 

urbanised/rural worlds within the EU, learned about the European Convention on Children’s Rights, 
learned how to join the discussion between young people on Children’s Rights through European 

internet network channels, became  more reflective and responsible to the needs of others, provided a 

positive international learning environment for pupils and teachers, learned to accept and tolerate 

cultural diversity within the world of young people in the EU and associated states, and finally to 

challenge discrimination, racism and racial harassment locally and globally. 

It was also successful and providing support for the enlarging of contacts the use of two online-

platforms : www.nline.nibis.de/youcis  and www.new-twinspace.net  which were accessible to partner 

schools and invited visitors. The social network http://www.facebook.com/ was also allowed.  A body of 

approximately 3,200 uploads as a collection of materials were uploaded on “YOUCIS”, covering the 

design/development/planning/organisation of processes with respect to content- and structure-

related project items and classroom outcomes of all partner schools’ pupils . Teachers’ regular four-

weekly online-Chat Conference and Pupils’ Regular Online-Chat Conference were organized to discuss, 

to share relevant issues, e.g. teaching process of the project modules/outcomes/pupils’ online-

meetings, to exchange information about the results in the classroom. 

And finally why a multilateral School  Partnership?  These are the eight good reasons:  

1. Updates teaching methodology;   2. Increases pupils’ self-confidence /linguistic skills/ learning  

how to take decision;  3. Permits the acquisition of  a better knowledge of  multicultural 

European environments;   4.  Helps pupils  grow the awareness of being European citizens;  5. 

Helps pupils consider the  EU both as a learning environment and as a “large nation”; 6. 

Educates young learners to widen their  horizons towards opportunities of study /work in the 

http://www.nline.nibis.de/youcis
http://www.nline.nibis.de/youcis
http://www.new-twinspace.net/
http://www.facebook.com/
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EU;  7. Reinforces the concept of cultural difference as richness in the name of tolerance and 

respect;  8. Consolidates friendship between European peers. 

Giuseppa Lipera 

Teacher 

Liceo Scientifico Statale “E. Boggio Lera” 

Catania, Sicily (ITALY). 

 

 

 

 

 

 


